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Medical Professional Law
Focus on Your Passion












Medical professionals, including doctors and caregivers, are confronted with a wide range of complex business issues, employment regulations, patient treatment rules, and ownership concerns. Navigating this intricate landscape can be overwhelming, which is why it is crucial to have the guidance of a knowledgeable medical business attorney. Kevin Byrnes supports clients by acting as virtual in-house counsel, providing comprehensive legal assistance and expertise in areas such as:



Capabilities




	Business organization;
	Practice mergers and acquisitions;
	Legal claims;
	Licensing;
	Employment disputes;
	Ethics;
	Patient inquiries;
	State & Federal investigations;
	Insurance disputes, and collections;
	Employer and disability issues, and;
	Medical malpractice claims.




In addition to offering legal support, Mr. Byrnes counsels medical professionals with various aspects of their practice, including employment agreements, practice formation, practice incorporation, real estate matters, and the purchase and sale of medical practices. By having a dedicated and experienced attorney on your side, you can have peace of mind and focus on their primary goal of providing quality patient care. Mr. Brynes understands the unique challenges faced by medical professionals and is equipped to handle the complex legal issues that arise in the healthcare industry.







 Practice Areas
	Federal Employment Law
	Medical Professional Law


			
Get the best possible representation with the regions leading attorney.

Request a Consultation
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